Teacher/coach Jay Bauer is helping coordinate the annual high school bookstore seasonal sale.
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T

eam spirit can be expensive ...
that’s why the Fairfield High
School bookstore will open its
doors Saturday, Dec. 15, with its
annual winter spiritwear seasonal sale.
And while savvy shoppers find
deals, they will also be helping the
1

school and those who may need a
little extra help this holiday season.
Teacher Jay Bauer, who also
coaches girls volleyball at the high
school, is helping to coordinate the
sale. He notes that some students
don’t have enough money for food or
other important necessities, and that
the proceeds of the bookstore items
always anonymously help those
students out.
In addition, said Bauer, “The
sales help make improvements to the
school, (or go to) prom or
homecoming dresses, or if people
may need a little help with food on
the weekends.
“Ultimately, what we make here
goes back into the school and back
into (helping) the students.”

So if fans of Fairfield athletics
head out to the sale, not only will they
getting some seasonal spiritwear at
what Bauer says is a great price, but
they also will be helping the schools
and the community.
Some details about the sale
pricing, according to Bauer, include,
“We’re going to open up and have 15
percent off, and everyone will get a
gift if they spend $20.”
There will also be new stock
options: “We definitely have some
top-sellers that we’re bringing back
and also some new stuff for the winter
weather.”
All in all, this new sale seems to
put the spirit back in spiritwear.
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If You Go
 Event: FHS
Seasonal
Bookstore Sale
 Date: Dec. 15
 Time: 9 a.m.noon
 Location: The
FHS bookstore is
located next to
the high school
cafeteria and
bookkeeper’s
office
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